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Most organizations and human resources professionals already 
understand the value of automating their employee performance 
management process. But more often than not, it’s a struggle to 
prove   the business benefits of an investment in an employee 
performance management solution (EPM) to executive 
management. Numerous studies find that companies with 
the highest levels of employee engagement and development 
outperform competitors on many levels including financial 
performance, productivity, innovation, and employee retention. 
It’s even been cited that companies that focus on employee 
performance can realize significant returns on their talent 
investment, often upwards of 300 to 400 percent.

Proper goal alignment, identifying skill gaps, and leveraging existing employees to fill 

gaps whenever possible are sure-fire ways to increase employee satisfaction. It costs 

significantly less to develop existing employees than hiring new talent. Having an EPM in 

place gives you a holistic view of your employees’ performance, helps you identify where 

skill gaps exist, and how to address them.

Also, barring several layers of taxes and varying benefits, most companies, on average, 

end up paying 18% to 26% more than an employee’s base salary when all is said and 

done. Even more shocking is that in most organizations, approximately 70% of company 

expenses are paid in salaries. This is a significant investment, however, even with stats 

like this, many companies still have not adopted systems to improve performance, 

development, and employee engagement.

For the purposes of this paper, we’ll focus on some of the tangible areas where you can 

determine true cost savings, increase productivity, and reduce staff turnover.

F A S T  F A C T  —

Gallup estimates the cost to the economy for 

disengaged employees to be $350 billion!
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Reduce employee turnover
Experts estimate that it can cost up to twice an employee’s salary to find and train a 

replacement! Ensuring that employee turnover stays low is going to save the company a 

large chunk of money. One of the best ways to lower turnover is to ensure your employees 

understand how they are contributing to the company’s goals. Ensuring individual 

goals are aligned to corporate goals will give employees confidence that their role in 

the company is important and serves a key purpose. Recent studies have shown that 

“purpose” is the number one driver of job satisfaction, even ranking hiring than work/life 

balance!

Also, no discussion of turnover would be complete without mentioning that hiring the 

right people from the start is also an important strategy in keeping retention high and 

turnover low. Outside of purpose, goal alignment and effective hiring, you can also look at 

the real reasons people are leaving (via exit interviews or some quick Internet research), 

ensure managers are trained in how to manage for retention, and obviously, offering a 

competitive compensation and benefits package.

Turnover Cost = 
Termination Costs + Cost per Hire + Vacancy Cost + Learning Curve Loss

Termination costs are all of the expenses associated with an employee exiting the company including 

unemployment, severance, legal fees, exit interviews, going-away gifts and parties, etc.

Cost per hire reflects the expenses associated with bringing the new (replacement) employee onboard. This 

includes recruiting expenses, referral fees, interviewing time and salaries, orientation and onboarding training, 

etc.

Vacancy costs are any expenses incurred while the job is vacant. It might include overtime to cover shifts, 

temporary staffing, freelancer or consultant fees, etc.

Learning curve loss is the productivity loss that happens while the new employee is still getting acclimated. Every 

organization has a unique employee learning curve. An example would be 25% of average monthly salary and 

benefits for the first 90 days. 

Example:

Turnover Cost (for a given month) =  Termination Cost $2,500 + Hiring Costs $38,000 + Vacancy Costs $2,000 + 

Learning Curve Loss $1,100 = TOTAL $43,600
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One of the cornerstones of increasing productivity is focusing on the 

process of effective performance management, which requires goal 

setting and alignment, frequent reviews and touch points, and giving 

employees more ownership over the process.

None of the above can be accomplished without a system that gives 

HR, managers, and employees a clear line of sight into reviews, 

performance, goals, and development plans. There are several layers 

of productivity that can be affected by an EPM system:

Increase Human Resources Productivity

F A S T  F A C T  — 

At Kearney & Company, more than 

92% performance reviews were 

completed on time after implementing 

SilkRoad Performance.

• Reduction in time HR spends tracking down 

managers for appraisals

• Reduction in time HR spends in resolving issues 

with performance appraisals

• Reduction in time managers and employees spend 

executing appraisals

• Improved engagement by giving employees 

meaningful feedback

• Increased employee motivation by setting goals 

which affect future compensation and promotions

• Increase efficiency of HR with custom workflows 

and dashboards that allow managers to easily 

monitor task completion
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Calculating HR Productivity through  Increased Response Time

Response Time = Completed Date – Received Date

Example:

Turnover Cost (for a given month) =  Termination Cost $2,500 + Hiring Costs $38,000 + Vacancy Costs $2,000 + 

Learning Curve Loss $1,100 = TOTAL $43,600

Human resources can use response time to benchmark the time it takes to complete the process before and after 

implementing an EPM to show the time savings. In addition, HR can calculate the average salary plus benefits expense 

to monetize the savings.

HR typically owns the administration of performance management, therefore, they 

provide maximum value when they can manage the process both effectively and 

efficiently. One indicator of providing value is being able to respond to management and 

employee requests in a timely fashion.
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Improving Employee Coaching
Time savings is probably the easiest calculation to generate. It’s a no-brainer then, that 

effective automated process, to an efficient, comprehensive, automated process can save 

HR and employees a significant amount of time.

F A S T  F A C T  — 

SilkRoad Performance customer, San Diego County Regional Airport 

Authority, experienced a 50% reduction in managerial time spent on 

appraisals.

Do you spend a lot of time sorting through paper appraisals, and even trying to track 

them down? How much time do you spend hounding managers to get their appraisals 

completed? Do reports take hours or even days to run? Implementing an EPM will make 

the entire review process faster and easier by removing uncertainty, providing automatic 

task notifications to employees and managers, and simplifying report generation, just to 

name a few.

Outside of the benefits we’ve already discussed (reduced turnover and improved 

productivity), an employee performance management system focuses the organization 

on improving employee coaching to create a more engaged workforce. The goal is to 

reduce paper administration so managers can spend their time building relationships with 

employees. 

Dr. Ken Blanchard, author of “The One Minute Manager”, says the most effective working 

relationships are when a manager schedules a 15-30 minute meeting once every two 

weeks with each of their direct reports. Here’s how to measure counseling topic time:

F A S T  F A C T  — 

Days wasted per year for U.S. managers dealing with underperformers: 34
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Talent Activation: Recruiting | Onboarding | Performance | Learning 

SilkRoad, the world’s leader in Talent Activation, transforms traditional talent management 
technology into a continuum of experiences that activate employees along their journeys—from first 
touch to last and every point in between. We empower HR teams to engage their people in delivering 
on business success. Whether you want to source, hire and recruit top talent, onboard them fast and 
stay with them as they develop into top performers, SilkRoad Talent Activation can help.
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